Hi All

Here is the next e-ballot. This seeks conditional approval to forward 802.15.4z to RevCom. SA Ballot status supporting the motion for conditional approval is outlined at end of this email.

Please vote YES, NO, or ABSTAIN. No comments are needed to support a NO vote. This is a mandatory ballot and will count towards maintaining your voting rights. **Ballot closes Friday, March 20 at 11am et**

Motion: that 802.15 WG has reviewed and affirms the CSD [insert doc number for appropriate CSD] and requests conditional approval from the EC to submit P802.15.4z-current revision to RevCom.

Moved: Tim Harrington
Second: Ben Rolfe

**Ballot Instructions:**

Please read and follow these step by step instructions to complete and submit your vote on IEEE P802.15 Letter Ballot 170

1. **Understand your Voting Options**  
   ___ APPROVE WITHOUT COMMENT ___ DO NOT APPROVE (No comment required or accepted) ___ ABSTAIN, Reason:__________________________________________________

2. **Submit Your Vote by Email**
   a. You MUST submit the following information in the body of your email or your ballot will be considered invalid.
   b. AFFILIATION; you MUST declare your affiliation, in the body of the email and include the statement: "I am affiliated with [name of affiliation]" or the statement "I am not affiliated with any organization"
   c. VOTE; YES, NO or ABSTAIN due to lack of expertise, (e.g., "I vote YES.")

3. Email your vote. **Resend if not acknowledged within 2 business days.** You will not get an acknowledgement, nor will your vote be counted, if you did not include an affiliation statement and/or did not correctly complete the subject field. Please double check what you sent to ensure both were done according to instructions or your vote will continue to be ignored.

To: bheile@ieee.org
Subject: LB170-familyName-givenName-yourVote  
[Do not leave any spaces, use a "-" example: LB170-HEILE-ROBERT-YES ]
cc: alfvin@ieee.org, Timhr950@outlook.com, ben@uwballiance.org, billy.verso@DECAWAVE.COM, clint.chaplin@GMAIL.COM

1. If you have any questions on how to submit your ballot, please contact Rick Alfvin at: alfvin@ieee.org.

**Ballot Status Background**

**Recirculation #1**

Voters: 93
Ballots returned: 83
Comments 41 (MBS comments 27)

Approve: 71
Disapprove with comments: 7

- David Barras
- Boris Danev
- Don Sturek
- Tero Kivinen
- Kunal Shah
- Gary Stuebing
It is expected that roughly half of the current group of NO voters will change their votes to approve on the current recirculation in progress. There is no reason the SA Ballot can not be completed in the remaining 2 recirculations allowed by the conditional approval supporting the action for conditional approval.
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